
Efficient materials handling in modern recycling
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Loading machines
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THE FUTURE MODERN 

RECYCLING SPECIALIST 

HAS A GREAT 

TEREX FUCHS HISTORY

The current product range for loading and 

sorting work in recycling includes mobile loading 

machinery from a service weight of 16 t, as well as 

stationary modular-unit cons-

truction and handling transfer 

machines. Numerous unique 

features make these machines 

into true specialists and all-

rounders in recycling.

An established and dense 

dealership and service network 

with experienced and well-

trained employees guarantees 

TEREX Fuchs customers the 

best possible support. Before, 

during and after the purchase.

The TEREX Group, the third largest construction and 

loading machinery manufacturer in the world, is able to 

draw on more than one hundred years of experience. 

Renowned brands such as TEREX Fuchs, Powerscreen, 

TEREX Schaeff or TEREXLift offer you custom-tailored 

products for recycling applications through an interna-

tional sales organization. Exceptional products that are 

efficient and cost-effective afford extraordinary relia-

bility, for the highest productivity. TEREX Fuchs is the 

specialist for loading and sorting machinery 

within the TEREX Construction division.

Recycling machine MHL 320
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 FOR EVERYWHERE AND EVERYTHING

 Turbo diesel engine 84 KW

 Operating weight 19 t

 Reach 8.2 m to 10.4 m

 4 point stabilizers or 2 point stabilizers with support blade

 Option: Multi-purpose stick

ALL-ROUNDER

More than 
enough!

This diagram shows 

the large operating 

range, with the examp-

le of the 9.5m boom 

equipment.

MHL 320 

FOR INSIDE AND OUTSIDE, 

EFFICIENT AND AGILE
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NEARLY UNBEATABLE
ON HANDLING SITES

TEREX Fuchs loading 

machines are driven by 

high-performance Deutz 

diesel assemblies, which 

meet the applicable 

exhaust regulations. 

Low motor speeds keep 

noise build-up particu-

larly low; this is further 

supported by specialized 

noise insulation.

MOTOR POWER 
WITH 
WHISPER SOUND

Recycling machine MHL 331
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NEARLY UNBEATABLE
ON HANDLING SITES

MHL 331 

FOR HIGH-PERFORMANCE 

SORTING APPLICATIONS

 Turbo diesel engine 99 KW

 Operating weight 22.5 t

 Reach 9.2 m to 11 m

 Option: Multi-purpose stick 

 Option: Rake blade

With 11m reach, this 

machine has almost 

no limits.

Everything is 
within reach!
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 MHL 340

POWERFUL 

LUXURY 

CLASS OF 

RECYCLING 

MACHINES

 POWERFULLY
 GRIPPING MATERIAL

Recycling machine MHL 340

 Turbo diesel engine 

114 KW

   Operating weight 25 t

   Reach 10.5 m to 13.5 m

  Also available with TEREX 

Fuchs Quick Connect

 Option: Multi-purpose stick
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 MHL 340

POWERFUL 

LUXURY 

CLASS OF 

RECYCLING 

MACHINES

Further. Higher. Deeper.

With 13.5m reach, 

this machine outdistances many competitors.
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PROTECTED
AGAINST AIR CONTAMINATION
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All TEREX Fuchs loading machines have  separated cooling 

systems. The intercooler is located directly on the engine. 

A separate cooler with a large cooling area provides for optimal 

cooling of the hydraulic oil. Cooling effects are considerably 

better with this arrangement than with conventional, combined 

cooling systems. Due to the  low fan speed , less air is taken 

in – resulting in less dust, as well. The optimal design of the 

cooling fins reduces the danger of dust deposits and, conse-

quently, the danger of overheating in especially dusty environ-

ments, such as in sorting halls or wood splitting facilities.

THE TEREX FUCHS COOLING SYSTEM

IS HIGHLY RESISTANT TO DUST



PROTECTED
AGAINST AIR CONTAMINATION

CLEAN BREATHING AIR

Our loading machines can be equipped with

reversible fans or the motor and oil coolers, to 

reduce sensitivity to dust. The suction direction 

of both coolers is reversed for 15 to 20 seconds, 

so that contaminants are effectively blown out. 

The driver can preselect during which time intervals 

this should take place. In addition, light, washable 

filter mats attached to the exterior of the machine 

keep contaminants out of the motor and oil cooler. 

Solids are removed from 

the suctioned air flow 

with a  cyclone pre-cleaner.
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While working in sorting halls, clean air is the highest priority 

for every employee. Soot particles contained in diesel ex-

haust can severely injure people and the environment.  

Soot particle filters for TEREX Fuchs loading machines 

effectively filter these pollutants out of exhaust.

A  sealed cab combined with the  overpressure breathing air supply system

(casing cyclone filter class F and filter cartridge class S) keep unfiltered dust and 

gases out of the cab, thereby minimizing any possible health endangerment to the 

driver.

WE TOOK CARE OF THAT, TOO



MORE
STRENGTHS

WORKING SAFELY IN HALLS
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Loading and sorting work are simplified 

with the additional  sorting kinematics 

on the multi-purpose stick. This makes 

presorting of the material considerably 

easier.

DIRECTED GRABBING

For applications in halls, the loading machines can 

be equipped with a  height limiter. This restricts 

the movement range of the dipper stick with the 

electric stick cylinder shut-down, so that endan-

germent of the working environment is prevented.  

High-power Xenon spot lights as accessories 

illuminate the work area with the light of day.



LOW
 MAINTENANCE

Maintenance work on the TEREX 

Fuchs loading machines are 

simplified by means of the easily 

accessible maintenance platform; 

all assemblies are arranged in a 

service-friendly manner and for 

optimum maintenance. All func-

tions are blocked out when the 

maintenance ascent is folded out, 

for hazard-free working.

Sufficient concentration on a 

long workday – that is guaran-

teed by the roomy and bright 

cab. The ergonomically confi-

gured driver seat, with functional 

design, guarantees work without 

fatigue. The  air conditioner 

standard. And the driver is ins-

pired by optimal lines of sight in 

the continuously height-adjus-

table cab.

COMFORT-COCKPIT
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All machines are equipped with  4-point stabilizers, 

so that steady footing is always guaranteed. An addi-

tional, optional  rake blade is also available. In the 

case of the MHL 320, an undercarriage with  support 

blade and 2-point stabilizers is also available. 

STABLE FOOTING

The standard  central lubrication system 

in the superstructure provides all important 

points with grease, thus reducing wear. With 

the optional lubrication system in the under-

carriage, additional lubrication points can 

be reached via a central lubrication nipple or 

another grease pump.

EVERYTHING RUNS 

LIKE CLOCKWORK: 

CENTRALLY LUBRICATED



A wide variety of boom equipment are available for efficient applications in          

recycling. Multi-purpose sticks with sorting grabs or cactus grabs provide you     

 with the highest productivity. The Fuchs Quick Connect rapid change 

equipment is also available for the MHL 340. This 

makes it possible to switch between mobile 

GENESIS scrap cutters and grabs, for example, 

in the shortest possible time, without leaving 

the cab. All connections are automatically coupled.

EQUIPMENTS FOR RAPID JOB CHANGES

TEL  ++49 (0) 72 53 / 84-0

FAX  ++49 (0) 72 53 / 8 41 11

EMAIL  info@fuchs-terex.de

WEB  fuchs-terex.de

TEREX Fuchs 

Industriestraße 3

D-76669 Bad Schönborn

Germany

Recycling machine 01.2006-GB (3). Printed in Germany.

Subject to change without notice. The data contained in this 

brochure may differ from the equipment supplied as standard.

Loading machines for recycling applications

MHL 315 MHL 320 MHL 331 MHL 340 MHL 340 FQC Transfer machines

Engine kW 67 84 99 114 114 55 - 160

Service weight t 16.5 19.0 22.5 25 26

Reach m 8.0 10.4 11.0 13.5 10.5 9.5 - 21

Grab GXP 300R
(scrap cutter)

See our leaflet „work attachments“!


